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Abstract
Deploying large-scale Transformer models under the con-
ventional pre-train-then-fine-tune paradigm is impractical
for multi-task serving, because a full model copy for each
downstream task must be maintained, quickly exhausting the
storage budget. Recent algorithmic advances in Parameter-
Efficient Transformers (PETs) have shown enormous poten-
tial to mitigate the storage overhead. They share the pre-
trained model among tasks and only fine-tune a small portion
of task-specific parameters. Unfortunately, existing serving
systems neither have flexible PET task management mecha-
nisms nor can efficiently serve queries to different tasks in
batches. Therefore, we propose PetS, the first unified frame-
work for multi-task PETs serving. Specifically, different PET
tasks are expressed by a unified representation in the same
framework, which enables flexible PET task management.
Based on the unified representation, we design a specialized
PET inference engine to batch different tasks’ queries to-
gether and execute them with task-agnostic shared operators
and task-specific PET operators. To further improve system
throughput, we propose a coordinated batching strategy to
deal with arbitrary input queries. We also develop a PET op-
erator scheduling strategy to exploit parallelism between PET
tasks. Comprehensive experiments on Edge/Desktop/Server
GPUs demonstrate that PetS supports up to 26× more con-
current tasks and improves the serving throughput by 1.53×
and 1.63× on Desktop and Server GPUs, respectively.

1 Introduction
Recently, large-scale pre-trained Transformer models have
revolutionized the field of artificial intelligence. Benefited
from the practical pre-train-then-fine-tune paradigm, Trans-
former models such as Bert [9], GPT-2/3 [3,45], Roberta [31],
XLNet [59], T5 [46], and some other variants [28, 29] have
achieved the leading-edge performance on various NLP
(Natural-Language-Processing) tasks, including question-
answering, sentiment-classification, text classification and ma-
chine translation, etc. Besides NLP tasks, some recent works
also apply transformers to computer vision tasks [4, 11, 25,
32, 55, 61], which demonstrate comparable or even superior
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performance against conventional Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNNs). In brief, Transformers have been recognized
as a milestone of artificial intelligence.

To date, a standard workflow has been shaped to apply
Transformers to real-world applications. As is depicted in
Figure 1, big companies like Google first pre-train the Trans-
former models like Bert [9] and GPT [3, 45] with large-scale
datasets (Step 1©). The unsupervised pre-training usually lasts
for days to months, even trained on TPU clusters [3, 9]. The
pre-trained models with rich task-agnostic knowledge are
provided to application developers, who then fine-tune the
pre-trained models on their private datasets in a supervised
manner (Step 2©). The fine-tuned task-specific models are
finally deployed to cloud or edge servers (Step 4©) to process
different input queries. Such a workflow, however, is faced
with the poor scalability issue in the pervasive multi-task
serving scenarios [18, 19, 34, 40, 48, 53]. Since application
developers fine-tune and maintain a full model copy for each
downstream task, the storage overhead is proportional to the
number of deployed tasks. Considering the enormous pa-
rameters (e.g., several hundred millions to several thousand
millions of parameters) of Transformer models, the storage
overhead will be huge. What is worse, conventional serving
frameworks have to swap in and out models frequently if the
GPU memory cannot hold all the invoked tasks, resulting in
much lower serving throughput. Also, since the input queries
are associated with different models, we cannot inference
them in batches for higher serving throughput [7, 12, 16, 50].

Recent algorithmic advances in Parameter-Efficient Trans-
formers (PETs) have shown enormous potential to solve these
problems partially. They share the pre-trained model weights
among tasks and only fine-tune a small portion of task-specific
parameters for each downstream task [14,20,23,24,41,62,64].
By this means, the storage overhead is substantially mitigated,
while the model accuracy is still comparable or even superior
to the full-model fine-tuning counterparts. These methods,
however, cannot run efficiently with existing Transformers
serving frameworks [12, 37, 56]. On the one hand, due to the
lack of PET task management mechanism and PET-oriented
inference engine, we have to merge PET parameters into the
shared model and still send full model copies to the frame-
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Figure 1: The conventional workflow VS. PetS workflow for developing and deploying Transformer-based applications. 1©:
Large-scale unsupervised pre-training. 2©: Full-model fine-tuning on customized datasets for different tasks. 3©: Parameter-
efficient fine-tuning. 4©: Serving the input queries with conventional frameworks. 5©: Serving the input queries with PetS.

works. Thus, the GPU memory footprint is not mitigated. On
the other hand, queries to different tasks cannot be processed
in batches due to both the inter-task weight differences and
inter-algorithm representation differences.

To take full advantage of parameter-efficient Transform-
ers, in this paper, we propose PetS, a unified framework for
multi-task PETs serving with extraordinary scalability and
performance. To this end, we first express the state-of-the-art
PET algorithms by a unified representation, which decou-
ples any PETs into task-agnostic shared operations and task-
specific PET operations. Based on the unified representation,
we design a PET tasks management mechanism, which en-
ables the service providers to register and load PET tasks
flexibly. We then develop a high-performance PET Inference
Engine (PIE) to batch different tasks’ queries and execute
them with shared operators and light-weighted PET operators,
substantially improving the serving throughput. We also pro-
pose several optimization strategies to improve the system’s
throughput further. To be specific, we propose a Coordinated
Batching strategy to deal with arbitrary input queries (i.e.,
queries with different sequence lengths and PET types). To
exploit parallelism between PET operators, we apply a PET
Operator Scheduling strategy to properly put concurrent PET
operators to different CUDA streams. We comprehensively
evaluate PetS on Edge/Desktop/Server GPU platforms. Com-
pared to conventional frameworks, PetS supports up to 26×
more concurrent Transformer tasks and improves the serv-
ing throughput by 1.53× and 1.63× on Desktop and Server
GPUs, respectively. Therefore, PetS shows great potential to
reduce the service deployment cost and improve the service
quality in multi-task Transformers serving scenarios.

2 Background & Motivations
2.1 Transformer Models
As illustrated in Figure 2, Transformer models are generally
built by stacking several homogeneous Transformer blocks. A
standard Transformer block consists of three key components:
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Figure 2: Bert Architecture.

Multi-Head Attention (MHA), Feed-Forward Network (FFN)
and Normalization Layers (Norm). For each block, the input
is a sequence of n vectors (tokens), denoted as X ∈ Rn×din ,
where n and din are the sequence length and the input feature
dimension. Three linear projection weights {WQ,WK ,WV} ∈
Rdin×d project the input tensor X to Query, Key and Value
tensors, denoted as {Q, K, V} ∈ Rn×d (Step 1© in Figure 2),
where d represents the hidden feature dimension. The Q,K,V
tensors are split to multiple "Heads" (Step 2©) to perform
softmax-based self-attention respectively (Step 3©). The self-
attention results are then concatenated (Step 4©) and linear-
transformed (Step 5©) to generate the MHA results. After
skip-connection and layer-normalization, the hidden feature
X is then fed into the FFN layer, which computes with two
fully-connected layers (Step 6© and 7©). The GELU activation
function [22] is applied to the first layer’s output. One block’s
output serves as the input of the next block. On top of the last
block, there is usually a classification layer to generate the
final results for a given downstream task.

Traditional neural-networks like CNNs and LSTMs all in-
volve "prior" in their models to enhance the performance (i.e.,
a CNN model assumes the 2D images have spatial locality,
while an LSTM model assumes that the information should be
either remembered or forgotten). In comparison, Transform-
ers have no such priors and learn all the useful information
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Table 1: Comparisons of State-of-the-Art Parameter-Efficient Transformers.
Model Type Adapters [23] MaskBert [64] Diff-Pruning [20] Bitfit [62]

Main Computation.
Pre-trained Parameters

Are Marked Blue + *( )

*

… +

*

+

*

+

*

Formula Yt = Xt ·W +b,
Yt = Yt +σ(Yt ·Wdown) ·Wup

Yt = Xt ·(W�Mt)+b Yt = Xt ·(W +δt)+(b+bt) Yt = Xt ·W +bt

Additional Parameters 7.3% 3% 0.5% 3.8%
Leading Tasks in

GLUE Benchmark * STS-B, QQP SST-2 QNLI, MNLI,
CoLA,MRPC

RTE

*Comparisons are based on BERT-large. We reproduce MaskBert on BERT-large, while the other results are obtained from the reported numbers.

purely through unsupervised pre-training. To achieve this, not
only the pre-train datasets are large in scale, the models also
contain enormous parameters to guarantee a high knowledge
capacity. For instance, Bert-base and Bert-large have 110M
and 340M parameters, respectively, while some recent models
even have billions [3,51] or trillions of parameters [13]. The
explosion of such large-scale Transformer models brings both
opportunities and challenges. On the one hand, real-world
tasks get benefited from their superior performance compared
to traditional DNNs. On the other hand, it is challenging to
deploy Transformer models to resource-constrained scenarios
due to the storage/memory capacity limit, especially when
multiple tasks should be served simultaneously.

2.2 Multi-Task Transformers Serving
In real-world scenarios, a server usually runs multiple tasks
(here a task refers to a distinct DNN model) concurrently for
serving different queries [2, 48, 50] (each query invokes at
least one of the DNN models). According to the standard
workflow shown by steps 1©- 2©- 4© in Figure 1, for multi-task
transformers serving, every downstream task has its own fine-
tuned model. That is to say, the storage/memory overhead is
proportional to the number of tasks. In the figure, three tasks
occupy 3× storage. More importantly, all the models should
be buffered in GPU memory for quick response to different
queries. As the number of tasks increases, it will easily exceed
the GPU’s memory. Alternatively, we can swap in and out
models once some tasks are invoked. Such a method, however,
will downgrade the system’s performance due to the consider-
able model swapping overhead [19, 48, 53]. Also, if each task
only has limited input queries, the computation resources will
be under-utilized because of the small batch size.

Although previous serving systems/frameworks like IN-
FaaS [48], Nexus [50], Rafiqi [53], Triton [40], Tensorflow
Serving [18] and many DNN accelerators [2, 6, 17, 26, 27]
have emphasized the multi-task DNN serving ability, to im-
plement multi-task Transformers serving is still challenging.
Reasons are mainly two-folded. First, Transformers usually
contain enormous parameters to guarantee their sufficient
knowledge capacity. Thus, the storage and memory overhead
is much heavier than traditional DNNs, limiting the number
of served tasks. Second, previous multi-task inference frame-

works/accelerators assume that the computation/bandwidth re-
quirements vary among concurrent DNNs. Thus, they execute
computation-bounded and memory-bounded models (or lay-
ers) together to fully utilize the hardware resources. However,
since the Transformer blocks are homogeneous among differ-
ent tasks, there is little room for improving system throughput
by co-locating heterogeneous models.

2.3 Parameter-Efficient Transformers
A potential solution to the multi-task Transformers serv-
ing problem is directly training a multi-task model like
T5 [46]. However, such a method is infeasible in real scenar-
ios since all the application developers have to provide their
private datasets to train such a one-for-all model. Recently,
Parameter-Efficient Transformers (PETs) have emerged as
another promising way to deal with the problem. PETs are
based on the assumption that pre-trained models have learned
rich knowledge from large-scale pre-train datasets [44, 47].
Thus, we can adapt the pre-trained model to downstream tasks
by only fine-tuning a small portion of task-specific parame-
ters rather than the whole model. As illustrated in Figure 1,
through parameter-efficient fine-tuning (Step 2©), only the
PET parameters should be stored for each downstream task.
For example, four representative PETs, namely Adapters [23],
MaskBert [64], Diff-Pruning [20], and Bitfit [62] only use
0.5% to 7.3% additional parameters for each task. However,
they still achieve comparable or even higher accuracy against
the full-model fine-tuning counterparts. We summarize them
in Table 1 and introduce them as follows:
Adapters: Adapters [23] proposes to inject trainable, task-
specific "adapter" modules between some layers of the pre-
trained model, while the pre-trained weights are shared among
tasks. Formally, assume the linear layers in a pre-trained
model compute the hidden feature Yt with input feature Xt
and pre-trained parameters W (weight) and b (bias), namely
Yt = Xt ·W +b, then an adapter module manipulates the hid-
den features with two learnable weights Wdown ∈ Rd×dm and
Wup ∈ Rdm×d , namely Yt = Yt +σ(Yt ·Wdown) ·Wup, where σ

is the activation function. Since the bottleneck dimension
dm << d, the Adapter modules are small in size. Each task
only requires about 7.3% of new parameters (including a
task-specific classification layer).
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MaskBert: Based on the lottery ticket hypothesis on Bert [5,
43], MaskBert [64] adapts the pre-trained model to down-
stream tasks by learning binary masks for each weight matrix.
As shown in Table 1, for each task, the pre-trained model
(including the classification layer) is frozen. Only the binary
masks with about 5% of zero elements are learned for each
weight matrix. Since the masks are binary, MaskBert only
incurs about a 3% per-task storage overhead. For each linear
layer, the computation is represented as Yt = Xt ·(Mt�W )+b,
where Mt denotes the task-specific mask.
Diff-Pruning: Diff-Pruning [20] also shares the pre-trained
model among tasks and only fine-tunes a small portion of
"difference" for each downstream task. As shown in Table 1,
the orange elements in both weight and bias represent the
fine-tuned "difference", which only incur about 0.5% of new
parameters for each task. During inference, these difference
parameters, denoted as δt and bt , are merged with the pre-
trained model to construct a task-specific model. Thus, the
main computation is Yt = Xt · (W +δt)+(b+bt).
Bitfit: Besides a task-specific classification layer, Bitfit [62]
only fine-tunes the linear and normalization layers’ bias-terms,
which also achieves competitive accuracy on some tasks in
the standard GLUE benchmark [54]. As shown in Table 1, the
linear layers in Bitfit compute with Yt = Xt ·W +bt where bt
is the only task-specific parameter.

There are still many other emerging PET algorithms [14,
24, 33, 41]. Their workflows are similar to at least one of
the above PETs. Therefore, in this paper, we conduct the
discussion mainly based on these four representative PETs.

2.4 Challenges of Multi-Task PETs Serving
When serving T different tasks, PETs reduce the storage over-
head from original T × γ to T ×η+ γ, where γ and η denote
the amount of full-model parameters and PET parameters, re-
spectively. Since η << γ, using PETs can significantly reduce
the storage overhead. However, we notice that the algorithmic
advantages of PETs can hardly translate to real speedup with
conventional Transformers serving frameworks, mainly due
to the following challenges:
Challenge #1: Current frameworks cannot support various
PET algorithms flexibly. We present the leading GLUE tasks
of each PET algorithm in Table 1. As we can see, all PETs
have their advantageous tasks. None of the four PETs can
serve as the one-for-all choice. That is to say, the application
developers tend to choose the best PETs for their downstream
tasks [33]. Therefore, the serving framework has to support
multiple types of PETs. However, current serving frameworks
are not optimized for diverse PETs. They lack the mechanism
to register and manage different PETs flexibly, considering
their distinct algorithmic representations.
Challenge #2: The GPU-memory footprint is still not mit-
igated. To serve PETs like MaskBert and Diff-Pruning us-
ing conventional inference frameworks, we have to merge
the task-specific PET parameters into the shared model. Af-
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ter that, we load the newly constructed models to inference
frameworks for serving. Thus, concurrent tasks still occupy
O(T × γ) GPU memory, limiting the system’s scalability. As
discussed before, we can swap in/out models among tasks to
deal with the GPU capacity issue, which will result in low
throughput due to the model swapping overhead [19, 48, 53].
Challenge #3: It is still hard to improve the system’s serv-
ing throughput, especially when each task only has limited
queries. It is well-known that batched inference is a practical
technique to improve a DNN serving system’s throughput
[7,12,16,50]. However, due to the differences in PET parame-
ters and PET algorithms, conventional frameworks can hardly
batch different tasks’ queries (even though the tasks may be-
long to the same PET algorithm) for higher throughput. Such
a problem will be more prominent when each concurrent task
only has a few queries to process.

3 PetS Framework
To address the challenges outlined above, we propose PetS, a
unified framework for efficient multi-task PETs serving. We
first propose a unified representation to put all PETs into one
framework. Based on this, we develop a flexible PET tasks
management mechanism and a specialized PET Inference
Engine (PIE) that enables both inter-task and inter-algorithm
query-batching. Details are introduced as follows.

3.1 Unified Representation of PETs
As Table 1 shows, state-of-the-art PETs have different algo-
rithmic representations, resulting in a "fragmentation" prob-
lem. We propose a unified representation, which expresses
PETs with task-agnostic and task-specific operations, to help
put them into one framework and enable batched inference.
As illustrated in Figure 3, for each PET, we decouple the
main computation (linear layers) into three operations: (1)
Dense Matrix-Vector-Multiplication (MVM) operation using
shared pre-trained weights. (2) Bias vector addition (Vadd)
using shared or task-specific bias. (3) Sparse/dense MVM op-
erations using task-specific PET parameters. Since all PETs
share the same pre-trained weight matrix W , the first opera-
tion, namely Xt ·W can be batched together. Though the task-
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specific computation with PET parameters cannot be batched
among PETs, it only involves light-weighted operations.

Adapters and Bitfit naturally fit into such a representa-
tion, since the PET operations are already decoupled from
the shareable operations. For Diff-Pruning and MaskBert,
we need to perform some equivalent transformations. As
Figure 3 shows, for Diff-Pruning, the computation concern-
ing the shared weight and "difference" are conducted sepa-
rately. Then the results are added up, namely Xt · (W +δt) =
Xt ·W +Xt · δt . For MaskBert, we use an equivalent trans-
formation: Mt �W = (1−Mt)�W , where Mt denotes the
bit-wise inversion of binary mask Mt . Thus, the original MVM
operation is converted to Xt ·W −Xt · (W �Mt). The W �Mt
term can be treated as the sparse weight differences similar to
Diff-Pruning’s. Since δt and W �Mt are sparse matrices with
high sparsity (typically 95% - 99.5%), these PET operations
can be efficiently computed with sparse kernels. Considering
that the Vadd operations concerning bias terms only have little
overhead, we mainly focus on operations (1) and (3), namely
the sparse and dense MVM operations.

The unified representation brings two main advantages.
First, the queries from different tasks can be batched together
at step (1), regardless of the PET types. Let us consider an
extreme case: assume we have T tasks, each having a single
query. The execution latency is changed from ∑

T−1
i=0 α(1) to

∑
T−1
i=0 βi +α(T ), where α(n) denotes the latency of running a

Transformer model (without PET) with a batch of n queries.
βi denotes the latency of PET operations for query i. The
throughout is improved if we have:

T−1

∑
i=0

βi +α(T )<
T−1

∑
i=0

α(1) (1)

The inequality always holds since βi << α(1) (the PET oper-
ations are light-weighted compared to the shared operations)
and α(T ) << ∑

T−1
i=0 α(1) (batched inference can greatly re-

duce the average latency [7, 12, 16, 50]).
Second, such a unified representation simplifies the PET

tasks management. Each task can be registered by identifying
its shared model tag, PET type, and PET parameters. The
inference engine can then load these PETs in a unified way.

3.2 Framework Overview
Based on the unified representation, we then present the
PetS serving framework to support the management and
serving of PET tasks. Figure 4 illustrates the proposed
PetS framework. PetS has three main components: a Task
Manager, a Parameter Repository, and a PET Inference
Pipeline. PetS works as follows: ¶: The framework first
registers the PET tasks submitted by developers. For each
PET task, the developers are required to provide the Pre-
trained Model Tag (such as bert-base-cased), PET Param-
eters (in compressed format) and PET Type (e.g., MaskBert).
·: Task Manager registers PET tasks, which assigns a unique
Task_id to each submitted task. The PET parameters and the
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Figure 4: PetS System Overview.

pre-loaded shared model parameters are all stored in the Pa-
rameter Repository (¸). After registration, the PET Inference
Engine (PIE) is responsible for processing the input queries
(¹) through an optimized PET Inference Pipeline (º).

3.3 Managing PET Tasks
One of the key features of PetS is the flexible and efficient
PET task management mechanism, which is powered by the
Task Register and Task Loader modules.
Task Register: The Task Register module registers a PET
task according to the user-provided information denoting
its shared model, task-specific parameters, and PET type.
A triplet <Task_id, Shared_model_tag, PET_type> is
formed to bind each task with its corresponding pre-trained
model and the supported PET type, where the Task_id is
unique to identify each PET task. All these triplets are or-
ganized as a map structure, with the Task_id as the key
and the <Shared_model_tag, PET_type> pair as the value.
Therefore, we can index the metadata of each task given the
Task_id of a query. Once a PET task completes registration,
its PET parameters are stored in the Parameter Repository.
Note that for PETs like MaskBert and Diff-Pruning, the PET
parameters are stored in a compressed format to save storage.
Task Loader: Before a PET task is invoked by the inference
engine, the Task Loader module firstly loads the shared model
parameters if they have not been loaded yet. Otherwise, the
Task Loader indexes the Parameter Repository and accesses
the PET parameters according to the Task_id of each invoked
task. Considering that the PET parameters are small in size
and the shared model only has one copy, all the parameters
can be buffered into the GPU memory for quick invoking.

3.4 PET Inference Pipeline
At the core of PetS framework is the PET Inference Pipeline,
which processes queries with three pipelined steps including
Preprocessing, Batch Scheduling and PET Inference.
3.4.1 Preprocessing
The preprocessing module fetches queries from standard
HTTP/gRPC data plane similar to conventional inference
serving frameworks [18, 40]. Then it analyzes input data
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and reformats them for the next query-batching step. Firstly,
the input data is classified according to the shared model
(Shared_model_tag). The metadata of each query is ex-
tracted, such as the invoked task’s id, sequence length, PET
type, etc. Some preliminary data preprocessing operations
are then performed according to the extracted metadata, such
as grouping the queries of the same PET task. In order to
improve the performance of sparse PET operations, the input
tensors’ data layout is also reformatted according to the com-
pression format of the corresponding sparse PET parameters.
Finally, the preprocessed input queries together with the ex-
tracted metadata are dispatched to different queues for further
scheduling, according to their targeting shared models.
3.4.2 Batch Scheduler
As discussed before, batching is an effective way to improve
system throughput. Though PetS enables both inter-task and
inter-algorithm batching through the proposed unified repre-
sentation, the heterogeneity of queries in terms of PET type
and sequence length still prevents batching efficiently. The
batch scheduler module is used to overcome the challenge
posed by query heterogeneity. Taking preprocessed queries
as input, the batch scheduler tries to maximize the benefit of
batching PET operators and minimize the padding overhead
of batching shared operators with different sequence length at
the same time. It leverages an accurate performance model to
help make batching decisions. The details of the scheduling
policy will be described in Section 4.1.
3.4.3 PET Inference Engine
PIE Workflow: The batched queries are finally fed into the
PET Inference Engine (PIE). Figure 5 illustrates the base
workflow of PIE. In the Figure, we use different colors to
indicate the queries’ PET types in the batch. For example,
task 0 belongs to MaskBert, while tasks 2,4 belong to Diff-
Pruning. PIE starts the computation of each Transformer layer
as follows: ¶: PIE performs batched GEMM computation
using the input tensor and shared weights W . ·: PIE gets the
PET_type attributes of each query by searching in the lookup
table with its Task_id. The batched inputs are also sliced
into several mini-batches (intra-task batching) according to
the task id. Then PIE gets the PET operators (¸) and PET
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Figure 6: Coordinated Batching Strategy

parameters (¹) according to the obtained PET types. º: PIE
executes the PET operators successively on each sliced mini-
batch. These PET operators are also responsible for adding
the PET results to the shared outputs if needed. Note that the
remaining operations like self-attention are also performed
by PIE but are not shown in the figure.
PET Operator Library: According to the unified rep-
resentation in Figure 3, the PET tasks rely on different
PET operations. MaskBert and Diff-Pruning involve sparse
matrix-matrix multiplication (SpMM) as their PET parame-
ters contain high sparsity. Adapters perform light-weighted
dense GEMM. While Bitfit only requires a Vadd operation.
Therefore, PIE provides an operator library containing high-
performance implementations of both dense and sparse op-
erators. The sparse operators are tuned specifically for the
sparse patterns and parameter sizes of the target models. We
can also implement new PET operators for other emerging
PET algorithms if they can fit into the unified representation.
PET Task Scheduler: During the inference of each layer, the
PET operations of different tasks have no data dependency
and can therefore run in parallel. Given the system allowed
parallelism, e.g., the number of CUDA streams on GPU, the
PET task scheduler schedules the PET operations to utilize the
parallelism as much as possible. The PET operator scheduling
strategy is introduced in Section 4.2.

4 Optimization Strategies

4.1 Coordinated Batching
In real scenarios, the input queries usually have variable se-
quence lengths. If we batch short queries and long queries,
the short ones have to be zero-padded, incurring useless com-
putation. Previous frameworks like TurboTransformers [12]
pay much attention to solve such a problem. However, for
PetS, we have to consider both the shared operations and PET
operations. Therefore, we propose a Coordinated Batching
(CB) strategy to coordinate these two parts during batching.
Problem Formulation: Assume there are R queries, namely
Q = {x0,x1, ...,xR−1} associated with T different tasks. We
divide queries into M batches. For each batch, we use α[N][L]
to denote the shared model latency when batching N queries
with a maximum length of L. In the meantime, a PET operator
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Algorithm 1: Coordinated Batching Strategy
1 Input: Number of tasks T , queries Q = {x0,x1, ...,xR−1}, Shared

Op latency model α, PET Op latency model β;
2 Step 0: Pre-processing
3 Cluster input queries to the same task and generate

Q = {X0,X1, ...,XT−1}, where Xi contains ni queries;
4 Step 1: Intra-task batching
5 for i← 0 until T do
6 Create DP state vector state[ni +1], state[0] = 0;
7 Sort queries in Xi according to the sequence length in an

ascending order;
8 Create split_idx_list[ni +1], pt = get_pet_type(i) ;
9 for j← 1 to ni; min_cost = INF do

10 for k← 1 to j do
11 tmp = state[k−1]+β[pt][ j− k+1][Xi[ j].len]);
12 if tmp < min_cost then
13 min_cost = tmp, split_idx = k−1;

14 state[ j] = min_cost, split_idx_list[ j] = split_idx;

15 Split queries into mini-batches MB using split_idx_list;

16 Step 2: Inter-task batching
17 Sort mini-batches according to their max sequence lengths;
18 Create DP state vector state[#mini_batch+1], state[0] = 0;
19 Create sum[#mini_batch+1], sum[i] records the total queries of the

first i mini-batches;
20 for i← 1 to #mini_batch; min_cost = INF do
21 for j← 1 to i do
22 batch_size = sum[i]-sum[j-1];
23 tmp = state[ j−1]+α[batch_size][MB[i].max_seq_len]);
24 if tmp < min_cost then
25 min_cost = tmp, split_idx = j−1;

26 state[i] = min_cost,split_idx_list[i] = split_idx;

27 Split mini-batches into macro batches using split_idx_list;
28 Return: The scheduled macro batches

takes β[pt][n][l] seconds to process the PET terms of n queries,
whose PET_type is shortened to pt, and l is the max length
of these n queries. Then, the estimated execution latency is:

Batch_Latency(Bi) = α[Ni][Li]+
ti−1

∑
j=0

β[pti j][ni j][li j]. (2)

In the formula, we use Bi to denote the i-th batch, and assume
there are ti different tasks in the batch. For the j-th task in
batch i, there are ni j queries that shape a mini-batch, which is
processed by a PET operator indexed by pti j. The longest se-
quence length of the ni j queries is li j. Since all the M batches,
namely B = {B0,B1, ...,BM−1} are executed successively, we
can further estimate the total latency as:

Total_Latency(B) =
M−1

∑
i=0

Batch_Latency(Bi)

=
M−1

∑
i=0

α[Ni][Li]+
M−1

∑
i=0

ti−1

∑
j=0

β[pti j][ni j][li j]

(3)

As we can see, the total latency is jointly determined by the
shared and PET operators. To coordinate these two parts, we
propose a two-step Coordinated Batching strategy. As illus-
trated in Figure 6, in the first step, we generate "mini-batches"
for each task (intra-task batching) , which only considers the
effect of batching PET operators using a profiled β-model. In
the second step, we generate "macro-batches" by combining
these mini-batches among tasks (inter-task batching), which

Algorithm 2: PET Operator Scheduling Strategy
1 Input: PET operator set O of a macro-batch, stream set S,

latency model β and bandwidth model ω

2 Output: O to streams assignment Φ(O→ S)
3 I← /0 . operational intensity of O;
4 for o ∈O do
5 op_intensity← ( o.FLOPs

β(o) )/ω(o);
6 I.append(op_intensity);

7 Sort O in an ascending order according to I;
8 for o ∈O do
9 stream_idx← bo.idx/|S|c;

10 Φ(O[o.idx])← S[stream_idx];

only considers the effect of batching shared operators using
a profiled α-model. In both steps, we sort the queries and
use dynamic programming (DP) to find the optimal splitting
positions with low time-complexity.

Algorithm 1 details this strategy. The queries with the
same task id are firstly clustered and sorted according to the
sequence length. At the first step, we use state[i] to record
the minimum latency of PET operations when batching the
first i queries. We use split_idx_list to record the splitting
positions. Equation 4 shows the Bellman equation:

state[i] = min
0< j≤i

(state[ j−1]+β[pti j][i− j+1][li j]) (4)

With the DP algorithm, we divide the queries of each task into
mini-batches. At the second stage, the Bellman equation only
considers the shared operators, whose latency is estimated
by the α model. Instead of scheduling each single query, the
second step schedules the mini-batches:

state[i] = min
0< j≤i

(state[ j−1]+α[batch_size][L j]) (5)

Where state[i] records the minimum latency of batching the
first i mini-batches. L j denotes the max sequence length of
the j-th mini-batch. batch_size denotes the number of total
queries from mini-batches i to j. After dynamic programming,
the mini-batches are assigned to multiple macro-batches.

4.2 PET Operator Scheduling
In addition to the coordinated batch scheduling, PET operators
can be executed in parallel to further improve hardware uti-
lization and performance. To achieve the PET-task-level par-
allelism on GPU, PET operators in a macro-batch (as shown
in Figure 6) can be assigned to multiple CUDA streams. How-
ever, naïvely assigning a unique stream to each PET task may
not get the ideal speedup, because if we assign computation-
intensive operators to different streams (or memory-intensive
operators), they can hardly be executed in parallel, since they
are bounded by the same resources. Therefore, we propose
a light-weighted online scheduling strategy to dynamically
assign PET tasks to streams. The scheduling algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 2. The input includes the set of PET
operators to be scheduled, and the set of streams on which the
PET operators execute. The algorithm also requires the PET
latency model β used in Algorithm 1, as well as a bandwidth
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Table 2: PET data structures and interfaces
Data Structure Interface

PETModel
load_shared_model(model_url)

load_pet_task(pet_type,param_url)

PETLayer load_pet_params(pet_type, pet_layer_param)

model ω generated together with β. The algorithm outputs the
assignment from the PET operator set to the stream set. The
first step (lines 3–6) of Algorithm 2 computes the operational
intensities of all the PET operators. Operational intensity is
a metric to measure the compute to memory access ratio of
an operator [57]. The achieved intensity of an operator is
computed by its FLOPs divided by the utilized bandwidth.
The second step (lines 7–10) then assigns a stream for each
PET operator. The rationale is to put operators with differen-
tiated operational intensities to different streams, in order to
minimize resource conflict between streams.

Though the PET operator level parallelism contradicts the
assumption that the PET operators are executed sequentially
in Coordinated Batching. Experiments in Section 6 demon-
strates that the coordinated batching still works well with
parallel PET execution. Involving a more accurate perfor-
mance model for parallel PET execution can help generate
better scheduling results. We leave this as our future work.

5 Implementation
We implement PetS with a Python front-end to describe
shared model and PET tasks management, and a C++ backend
to perform query scheduling and inference serving.

5.1 PET Description
The description of PET tasks is based on the Hugging-
Face Transformers framework [58]. We extend HuggingFace
Transformers library mainly with two data structures and
three interfaces to manage PET tasks, as shown in Table 2.
PETModel is the base structure to implement a model with
PET tasks. PETLayer is defined in PETModel to describe
PET operations, apart from the shared operations. The first in-
terface of PETModel in Table 2, load_shared_model, loads
the shared parameters as traditional Hugging Face tasks do.
The load_pet_task interface is used to load PET parame-
ters, given PET type and PET parameters URL. It will call
load_pet_params defined in PETLayer to finish the under-
lying load operations for each layer. Users can inherit and
implement these interfaces according to specific tasks.

5.2 Inference Serving
The three modules of the PetS’s PET Inference Pipeline in
Figure 4 are deployed in individual processes to process input
queries in a pipelined manner.
Inference Engine: Inference frameworks compatible with
HuggingFace Transformers library can be plugged into
PetS as its backend engine, such as TurboTransformers [12],
LightSeq [56], FastTransformers [37], etc. Modifications
should be done to support PET operators and the PET Task

Code Listing 1: User Interface
server = PetS() # create a PET server
# Register PET tasks
server . register_task ("Adapter", " bert−base", pet_param_url_0)
server . register_task ("MaskBert", " bert−base", pet_param_url_1)
# Register other PET tasks ...
# Load shared model parameters and PET tasks
server . load_shared_model("bert−base")
server . load_pet_tasks(pet_task_ids)
# Fetch queries from input query queue and run inference .
queries = server . fetch (input_query_queue)
results = server . inference (queries)

Table 3: Shared Model Configurations
Bert Type #Layer #Head Hidden Size Inter-Size # Params
DistillBert 6 12 768 3072 66 M
Bert-base 12 12 768 3072 110 M
Bert-large 24 16 1024 4096 340 M

Scheduler. Without loss of generality, PetS implements the
backend inference engine based on TurboTransformers *. It
leverages cuBLAS to compute the shared dense MVM oper-
ators. We leverage a high-performance SpMM implementa-
tion [15] to implement the sparse PET operators.

5.3 User Interfaces
We use a code sample as shown in Code 1 to demonstrate
how users can launch PetS, load models and process queries
with only a few lines of Python code.

After creating a PetS server, it firstly registers PET tasks
through the register_task interface. It will write the user-
provided PET parameters to Parameter Repository and get the
assigned task ids. Then the server loads the shared models by
calling standard HuggingFace Transformers API and loads
PET tasks using the assigned task ids to index the Parameter
Repository. Once fetching a group of queries from the input
query queue, the PetS server runs the PET inference pipeline
and returns the inference results.

Currently, we only implement the four aforementioned PET
algorithms in the PetS framework. A new PET algorithm can
work with PetS as long as it meets two requirements: (1)
The PET operations are separable (with necessary equivalent
transformations) from the shared operations. (2) The sepa-
rated PET operations are light-weighted. Then, to support a
new algorithm, the developers should first identify its PET op-
erations. Then the related functions introduced in this section
should be extended accordingly.

6 Evaluation
6.1 Experimental Setup
Shared Models: We choose Bert-base, Bert-large [9], and
DistillBert [49] as the shared pre-trained models, whose con-
figurations are listed in Table 3. We do not include generative
Transformer models such as GPT-2 [45] because GPT-like
models have not been well-studied by the PET algorithms
discussed above. We leave the evaluation on GPT-like mod-
els as our future work and focus on Bert-like models in this

*https://github.com/Tencent/TurboTransformers
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Figure 7: Throughput Improvement Evaluation on Multiple Platforms.

Table 4: PET Configurations
PET Type Configuration Main PET Params

Adapter Bottleneck = 64
Wdown and Wup at the
BertOutput, SelfAttenOutput layers.

MaskBert 95% Sparsity∗ Binary masks for all the linear weights.

Diff-Pruning 99.5% Sparsity
Sparse difference concerning linear weights,
bias terms, and the classification layer.

Bitfit N/A
Bias terms of linear / layernorm layers
and a classification layer.

∗ Obtained through equivalent transformation

Table 5: Profiling of Total Supported Tasks
Platform Device

Memory
Shared
Models

DistillBert
SeqS / PetS

Bert-base
SeqS / PetS

Bert-large
SeqS / PetS

Jetson TX2 8GB∗ Supported
Tasks

34 / 504 17 / 180 3 / 12
GTX-1080Ti 11GB 56 / 1336 28 / 588 7 / 126
Tesla-V100 32GB 170 / 4344 85 / 2164 25 / 560
∗ Shared by CPU and GPU

paper. Note that although in Section 2 we mainly use a single
layer for illustration, the evaluations in this section are all
conducted on entire models.
PET Tasks: The configurations of four PET algorithms are
summarized in Table 4. For Adapter, we set the hidden size
(dm) of the adapter modules to 64. For MaskBert and Diff-
Pruning the PET parameters’ sparsity is set to 95% and 99.5%,
respectively (we use the equivalent transformation proposed
in Section 3.1 to obtain the 95% sparsity for MaskBert). For
all PETs, we reproduce the algorithm on HuggingFace Trans-
formers to obtain the trained PET parameters.
Platforms: We evaluate PetS on Edge/Desktop/Server plat-
forms, namely Jetson TX2 (8GB memory, shared by CPU
and GPU), GTX-1080Ti-11GB (Intel Xeon E5-2690 CPU),
and Tesla-V100-32GB (Intel Xeon Golden 5220 CPU, two
sockets). The V100 platform installs CUDA-10.1. The 1080
Ti platform installs CUDA-11.3. The TX2 platform is flashed
with Jetpack 4.4.1 containing CUDA-10.2.

6.2 Main Results
6.2.1 Maximum Number of Supported Tasks
We first demonstrate PetS’s scalability by comparing the max-
imum number of supported tasks with conventional Sequential
Serving Systems (SeqS) [1, 7, 12]. Without loss of generality,
here we use the unmodified TurboTransformers framework
as a representative for SeqS. SeqS loads full-model copy for
each task, while PetS works on light-weighted PET tasks. For
each platform, we load T tasks (for PetS, each task belongs
to a random PET type). If the system can process a batch of

32 randomly-generated queries (each query has a length of
128) without the out-of-memory (OOM) issue, we assume
the system can support at least T tasks. We increase T re-
peatedly to test the limit. The maximum supported tasks are
listed in Table 5. Compared to conventional SeqS systems,
PetS supports 4× (Bert-large on TX2) to 26× (DistillBert
on V100) more concurrent tasks, thanks to the proposed uni-
fied representation and efficient PET tasks managing mech-
anism. Therefore, PetS can substantially save the hardware
cost when deploying multiple Transformer-based applications
to scenarios from edge computing to cloud computing. Also,
it avoids the notoriously slow model swapping [19, 48, 53]
even when hundreds to thousands of tasks are invoked.
6.2.2 Throughput Improvement
As stated before, PetS achieves both inter-task and inter-
algorithm batching through the unified representation and a
specialized PET Inference Engine (PIE). Therefore, we eval-
uate PetS’s throughput (measured in Queries-Per-Second,
QPS) under different situations. As shown in Figure 7, we
load 4~32,16~64 and 32~128 random tasks on TX2, 1080 Ti
and V100 platforms, respectively. For each task, we generate
queries with three fixed shapes. All queries with the same
shape are executed in one batch. We adopt SeqS running a
single task as the baseline. Note that here we do not include
the two optimizations introduced in Section 4 and adopt a
simple fixed-batch policy in the batch scheduling step. We
assume that there are no dependencies between tasks.

As we can see, on the 1080 Ti and V100 platforms,
PetS achieves up to 1.87× and 1.86× higher throughput,
1.53× and 1.63× on average, compared to the single-task
serving baseline. We notice that PetS fail to achieve meaning-
ful speedup than single-task serving on TX2. This is because
TX2 only has limited computation resources (256 CUDA
cores) and therefore can hardly get benefited from batched
inference. Similarly, on 1080 Ti and V100, we observe lower
speedup on Bert-large models than Bert-base/DistillBert. This
is because Bert-large has a larger layer size (see Table 3),
which saturates the GPUs’ computation resources more eas-
ily, diminishing the benefits of batched inference.
6.2.3 Comparison with ParS
Apart from Sequential Serving Systems (SeqS), several previ-
ous serving systems are built to support concurrent execution
of multiple tasks in parallel [18, 40, 48], which belong to the
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Figure 8: Throughput Comparison with SEQS and PARS.

Parallel Serving System (ParS). We compare PetS’s through-
put over conventional ParS to examine the performance. To
implement ParS, we modify the original TurboTransform-
ers framework and put each task-specific model to a unique
CUDA stream to run all models in parallel. Note that in this
experiment, we adopt Bert-base as the shared model and do
not consider model swapping. All results are collected on the
GTX-1080 Ti platform.

As shown in Figure 8, we evaluate multiple query con-
figurations represented by a pair of per-task batch size and
sequence length ({BS,SL}) to illustrate the PetS’s generality.
We run each query configuration on a different number of
tasks for SeqS, ParS, and PetS. All results are normalized to
the SeqS baseline. When the number of tasks is small (1~4),
PetS cannot outperform ParS. For one thing, PetS has extra
PET operations, as illustrated in Figure 3. For the other, tasks
of ParS run in parallel. Although the shared weight part of
PetS can also utilize parallel hardware, the overhead of PET
operations cannot be offset by the limited parallelism. As the
number of tasks increases, the benefit of PetS begins to mani-
fest. PetS has an average 17.7% speedup over ParS when the
number of tasks reaches 16 on all four configurations. Neither
SeqS nor ParS could run too many concurrent tasks due to
OOM, while PetS is still able to scale to 32 tasks and even
more (refer to Table 5). As we can find in the figure, benefited
from the higher hardware utilization, the QPS of PetS im-
proves with the increased total batch size (i.e., #tasks× BS).
As the number of tasks further increases to 256 or more (not
shown in the figure), the QPS improvement curve will reach
a plateau since a large batch saturates the GPU resources.

6.3 Performance Analysis
6.3.1 Execution Time Breakdown
To figure out why PetS outperforms the baseline systems in
serving throughput, we break down the execution time of both
PetS and SeqS on GTX-1080 Ti. We set two workloads (i.e.,
per-task batch size = 1, sequence length = 64 and per-task
batch = 2, sequence length = 32) and evaluate eight random
tasks with Bert-base and Bert-large models. Therefore, the
two workloads issue 8 and 16 queries each time. As we can
see in Figure 9, PetS speeds up the Non-PET operators (in-
cluding the attention operations and the computation of shared
linear layers) by 2.17× to 3.28×, thanks to the batched ex-
ecution of shared operators. Due to the adoption of SpMM
library, the PET operators only take up 27.4% to 41.3% of
the total execution time. Therefore, the end-to-end execution
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time is still much less than SeqS.
6.3.2 Memory Footprint Breakdown
We also profile the memory footprint of PetS and SeqS on
1080 Ti to understand why PetS has outstanding scalabil-
ity. Taking the configuration of {BS,SL} = {1,128} as an
example, we plot the consumed GPU memory by both model
weights and data under different task numbers in Figure 10.

We can see that a single task has about 0.35GB weight
parameters. The memory consumption of SeqS grows lin-
early with the number of tasks. The weight parameters exceed
11GB for 32 tasks on SeqS, causing OOM on GTX-1080 Ti.
On the contrary, for PetS, only the memory footprint of the
PET parameters, which normally occupies less than 5% of
the shared weight, increases with the number of tasks. As a
result, the total memory footprints of 64 tasks occupy less
than 40% of total GPU memory, demonstrating that PetS can
support much more tasks. Note that the memory footprints
of 16 and 32 tasks are the same, but 64 tasks consume three
times more data memory than 32 tasks. This is because we
use NVIDIA CUB device memory allocator [36] for dynamic
data memory management, and the allocated device memory
is not strictly proportional to data size, but aligned according
to some rounding rules.
6.3.3 Effect of PET Operator Scheduling
In Section 4.2, we introduce a PET Operator Scheduling strat-
egy to properly schedule PET operators to multiple CUDA
streams. To demonstrate the benefits of such a strategy, we
also profile the speedup using Bert-base on GTX-1080 Ti
GPU. We set the sequence length from 4 to 64. For each test
case, we put the same 1024 random queries in the pool and
process them with a batch of 128. As shown in Figure 11,
when 32 tasks are served, increasing the number of streams to
32 brings the optimal performance for all input configurations
and reduces up to 15% of execution latency. However, we
observe that as the number of tasks keeps growing to 64 and
128, using more than two streams even downgrades the per-
formance under the Seq = 4 configuration. The main inferred
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Figure 11: PET Operator Scheduling Performance.

reason is that, as the number of tasks increases, each task’s
batch size gets smaller. When the input queries also have
limited sequence lengths (i.e., seq = 4), the execution time
is too short for the GPU’s scheduler to overlap concurrent
streams. Thus, launching too many streams will only incur
non-negligible synchronization overhead.

For PIE, the number of CUDA streams can be dynamically
set before each batch’s inference. Therefore, we can add a rule
to the PET operator scheduler: for tasks with short sequence
lengths and small per-task batch size, we set a small stream
number such as one or two. For tasks with a long sequence
length, we set a large stream number such as 32. We obtain
the threshold on each GPU platform by profiling in advance.

6.4 Performance on Arbitrary Inputs
As stated before, in real-world multi-task serving scenarios,
the input queries usually have variable sequence lengths and
PET types. Naïvely batching these queries may not bring the
ideal throughput. Our proposed Coordinated Batching (CB)
strategy is aimed to improve PetS’s performance on arbitrary
inputs by coordinating shared operations and PET operations
during batching. To evaluate the effect of CB, we test on
workloads with variable sequence lengths and PET types, and
then compare CB with three baseline batching strategies:
Fixed-Sized Batching: We put queries in the pool to fix-sized
batches, regardless of their PET types and sequence lengths.
α-only Batching: We dynamically batch the queries only
using the α model. This strategy is similar to TurboTrans-
formers’ smart batching. To implement the α-only Batching,
we treat every single query as a mini-batch and only conduct
the inter-task batching (step 2) in Figure 6.
β-only Batching: We dynamically batch the queries only
using the β model. That is to say, in Figure 6, only the first
step will be performed. The obtained mini-batches will be
directly sent to PIE for execution.

To simulate real-world cases, we assume that the queries’
lengths obey the Gaussian Distribution. Without loss of gen-
erality, we set the mean value to 32 and set the standard
deviation from 1 to 8. The concurrent tasks are set from 32
to 128. Each task is assigned to a random PET type. For each
case, we put 1024 queries in the query pool. For each query
in the pool, we randomly assign it to a registered task.

As shown in Figure 12, the proposed CB strategy achieves
on average 1.52× and 1.27× speedup over Fixed-Sized Batch-
ing and β-only Batching, respectively. When the std values
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are set from 1 to 4, CB also achieves up to 1.14× (1.06×
on average) speedup over α-only Batching. For input queries
with large variance, Coordinated Batching achieves lower
QPS than α-only Batching. We infer that the first step guided
by the β model may put some queries with certain length
difference into one batch, which is acceptable by Step 1. Such
a difference, however, may be amplified in Step 2, since the
shared operators usually take up the majority of total execu-
tion time (see Figure 9). On the contrary, if the input queries
have middle or small variances, the batching of both the two
steps is near-optimal. Therefore, to get the highest perfor-
mance on arbitrary inputs, we can measure the std value of the
queries in the pool and choose to use Coordinated Batching
(for low-std inputs) or α-only Batching (for high-std inputs).

7 Limitations & Future Work
As revealed by the evaluation results, PetS favors the scenar-
ios where the number of tasks is large, while each task has few
input queries. If there are only a few tasks, but each task has
a large batch, using a traditional SeqS framework may also
achieve good throughput. Also, as shown in Figures 8 and 9,
when there are only a few tasks, the overhead of PetS (i.e,
computing PET operators and shared dense operators sepa-
rately) will outweigh the benefits, since the shared operators
cannot achieve enough speedup in these cases to cover the
overhead of PET operators.

Currently, the proof-of-concept PetS implementation only
supports downstream tasks sharing the same pre-trained
model. However, with the increasing of tasks adopting trans-
formers as their backbones, there will be more and more
shared models registered in PetS. The ability to simultane-
ously serve multiple pre-trained models from various task
fields is needed. On the other hand, giant pre-trained mod-
els with trillions of parameters exceeding the capability of
a single GPU have emerged to achieve significant accuracy
gain, such as [13, 52, 63]. Partitioning a single giant model
with PET tasks and different shared models on multiple GPUs
is challenging for PetS. Moreover, for online queries with
latency and cost constraints, how to balance PetS ’s perfor-
mance and QoS should also be taken into consideration. We
leave the model partitioning and QoS-aware query scheduling
as PetS’s future work.

8 Related Work
Parameter-Efficient Transformers: Apart from the four
representative PETs discussed in the paper, there are many
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other PET variants like AdapterFusion [41], LoRA [24],
LeTs [14] and Prefix-tuning [30], etc. As stated in Section
5.3, these PETs can also work with PetS with some neces-
sary extensions. We also notice that there are some works
trying to put PETs into one framework such as UniPELT [33]
and MAM-Adapter [21]. However, they belong to training
frameworks designed from the user’s angle. Their main goal
is to combine multiple PET techniques into one model to
achieve better accuracy. On the contrary, PetS is designed
from a service provider’s angle. It batches different fine-tuned
tasks provided by users regardless of their PET algorithms
and parameters. Therefore, these techniques are orthogonal to
PetS. Besides, we also notice that Adapter-Hub [42] shares
many ideas with PetS. It provides an easy way to train and
share adapters for different downstream tasks based on Hug-
gingface Transformers. A recent work named OpenDelta [10]
further supports fine-tuning more types of PETs. However,
the two frameworks are mainly designed for algorithm de-
velopers and not optimized for model serving. PetS mainly
focuses on improving the multi-task serving efficiency from
the system implementation and optimization perspectives. We
believe that it will be promising to adopt PetS as the inference
serving backend of these training frameworks.

Inference Serving Systems: As illustrated in Section 6, pre-
vious inference serving systems can be classified as SeqS and
ParS. Rafiqi [53] and Clipper [7] deploy a model in an exclu-
sive container, and introduce caching, batching, and model
selection techniques to reduce model swapping overhead.
Clockwork [19] reduces GPU inference latency variability by
ordering queries based on their service level objectives (SLOs)
and only running one query at a time, while TurboTransform-
ers [12] batches queries to a single model to improve system
throughput. Compared to the SeqS running each model se-
quentially, ParS systems enable concurrent execution of mul-
tiple models. INFaaS [48] proposes to automatically select
models for multiple queries in order to maximize throughput.
NVIDIA’s MPS [39] and recent MIG [38] techniques enable
efficient GPU resource sharing through hardware partition or
full isolation. There exist other systems [8, 40, 60] featured
with GPU sharing techniques.

Transformers Inference Engines: With the prevailing of
Transformers, some inference engines are designed specif-
ically for efficient Transformer inference. FastTransform-
ers [37] and DeepSpeed [35] are two frameworks featured
with multi-GPU inference. LightSeq [56] is a light-weighted
inference engine performing some input-aware optimization
techniques, such as smart batching and padding minimization,
so does the inference engine of TurboTransformers [12].

Leveraging parameter-efficient Transformers, PetS saves
storage, mitigates model swapping overhead and also im-
proves system throughput by co-design and co-optimization
between inference serving system and inference engine.

9 Conclusion
This paper presents PetS, a unified framework for efficient
multi-task Parameter-Efficient Transformers (PETs) serving.
To enable flexible PET task management and high-throughput
serving, we first propose a unified representation to put differ-
ent PETs into the same framework. Then we design a special-
ized PET inference engine to execute different tasks’ queries
in batches. We also propose a coordinated batching strategy
to deal with arbitrary input queries and develop a PET oper-
ator scheduling strategy to exploit parallelism between PET
tasks. Experiments on Edge/Desktop/Server GPUs demon-
strate that PetS can support up to 26× more concurrent tasks
and improves the serving throughput by 1.53× and 1.63× on
Desktop and Server GPUs, respectively.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract
The artifact contains PetS’s code and its setup&running

descriptions. We provide instructions and click-to-run scripts
for reproducing the main results in this paper.

Scope
This artifact is used for reproducing the main results in

Section 6. Specifically, we produce click-to-run scripts to
reproduce the results of Figures 7,8,9,11,12 and Table 4.

Contents
• Code Base: The code base of the artifact includes the
PetS inference framework. It contains the coordinated
batching and PET operator scheduling components to
demonstrate PetS’s performance optimization strategies.

• Benchmarking Scripts: We provide click-to-run bench-
marking scripts to evaluate PetS’s performance.
The script run_pets_main_results.sh can con-
duct all the main experiments, while you can also
run each experiment individually using other pro-
vided scripts like eval_batching_strategies.sh,
eval_multi_stream.sh, etc.

• Instructions: We provide a detailed README to guide
the environment setup, evaluation and code reuse, etc.

• Reference Results: We provide the experiment results
on two GPU platforms for reference use.

Hosting

The †artifact is archived in Zenodo.

Requirements
• Hardware: The artifact can run on a server or embedded

platform equipped with at least one NVIDIA GPU. We
tested NVIDIA Jetson TX2, GeForce GTX 1080 Ti, and
NVIDIA Tesla V100.

• Compilation and Runtime: The experiments are per-
formed on three platforms with GPUs mentioned above.
The compilers and operating systems on the platforms
are: on platform with 1080 Ti GPU, g++ 7.5.0 and nvcc
11.3, Ubuntu 20.04; Tx2: Jetpack 4.4.1 with CUDA-10.2.
V100: Ubuntu 18.04, CUDA-10.1. g++ 7.5.0.

Many other GPU platforms (e.g., 2080Ti, P100, K80,
etc.) may also be compatible with this artifact. How-
ever, the Ampere architecture (e.g., A100, A6000) is not
currently supported by the sputnik library.

†https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6534753

Evaluation and Expected Results
After setting up the environment, you can run the two-

step evaluation procedure: experiments running and results
validating. The first step generates the performance num-
bers, and the second step draws figures. Please refer to
README.md for detailed evaluation flow. The full evaluation
lasts for about one hour. You can find the plotted results in
the research/reproduced_figures folder.

Known Issues: Some AE reviewers have reported that in
their running environments with V100 GPUs, they failed to
get the same curve as Figure 11 (though Figure 11 is based
on the 1080-ti GPU). We tested two machines with V100
GPUs. One can get even better results (a local machine, driver
version = 510), but the other (an AliCloud instance, driver
version = 460) got worse results than 1080-ti. We infer that
this is due to the hardware and driver differences. The exact
cause is still under investigation.

How to Reuse Beyond Paper
A PET algorithm can work with PetS as long as it meets

two requirements:

• Its PET operations are separable (with necessary
equivalent-transformations) from the shared operations.

• The separated PET operations are light-weighted.

To support a new algorithm, we should first identify its PET
operations. Then three steps are required to add the new PET
algorithm to PetS:

• Step-1. Register a new PET type and implement
the PET operations using Pytorch APIs in python/
turbo_transformers/layers/modeling_pets.py.

• Step-2. Deal with the PET parameters loading. Add new
loading functions in modeling_shared_bert.py and
pet_manager.h, respectively.

• Step-3. Implement the new PET operators in
shadow_op.cpp/shadow_op.h

• Step-4. If the new PET operators should be called at
places that are different from the four PETs in the paper,
you should also modify the bert layers backends, e.g.,
bert_output.cpp
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